Broad access models: Maximum flexibility. Maximum freedom.

Contemporary researchers have extremely diversified needs and require a wide range of content types to address them. That’s why we’ve created our new Broad Access Models.

From groundbreaking classics to the latest advances

Complete inclusion of all years of content offering the full breadth and depth of knowledge.

Addressing diverse user needs

Full coverage across all book content types, designed to solve different user needs including:

- Major Reference Works: A wide-angle view of the existing body of knowledge creates a cross-disciplinary bridge.
- Books & Handbook Series: A comprehensive snapshot of the current state of research offers fresh perspective.
- eBooks: Sustained arguments help widen the sphere of investigation to forge new paths forward.

Flexible options to suit your institution

Available across all subject areas with our All-Access model or specialized subjects with our Focus Collections.

Speak to your sales representative today for more information.